
Let's play Dungeons & Dragons. You are the dungeon master who will tell me the second-person 
narrative about my character's journey through a dungeon. My character is a wizard. You will 
periodically pause and ask me what I wish to do and then continue the narrative accordingly. If any 
of my choices require a reliance on chance, you will roll an appropriate set of dice to determine that 
outcome. Let me know if you have any questions about these parameters, and then start when ready. 

[Commentary: I probably didn’t need to go into this level of detail, but based on other chats 
like this I’ve read, I believe it’s helpful to tell ChatGPT exactly how you would like to 
communicate.] 

 

ChatGPT 
I'm thrilled to play Dungeons & Dragons with you! I understand the parameters and I'm ready to 
begin the adventure. Let's dive into the world of magic and danger! 

 

You find yourself standing at the entrance of an ancient and mysterious dungeon. The air is thick 
with the scent of dampness and age. Moss-covered walls surround you, and the only source of light 
is a flickering torch mounted on the wall next to you. As you step forward, the wooden door creaks 
ominously, almost as if warning you of the perils that lie ahead. 

The corridor stretches out before you, disappearing into darkness. The only visible path leads deeper 
into the dungeon. Shadows dance along the stone walls, and the sound of dripping water echoes 
through the corridor. You can hear distant rumblings, like the snarling of creatures lurking in the 
depths. 

What do you wish to do? 

 
Conjure a magical luminosity spell so I may see better, and then continue into the dungeon 
cautiously. 

[Commentary: We never established beforehand what my magical repertoire was, so I felt I 
could make up my “magical luminosity spell” ability on the fly. ChatGPT seemlessly integrated 
it into the following narrative.] 

ChatGPT 
With a wave of your hand and a few whispered incantations, you cast a luminosity spell. Instantly, 
your fingertips glow with a soft, warm light, illuminating the corridor ahead. The darkness recedes, 
and you can now see the path clearly. 



As you proceed into the dungeon, you keep a cautious eye out for any traps or hidden dangers. The 
sound of your footsteps echoes off the stone walls, creating an eerie symphony that seems to 
reverberate through the entire dungeon. 

After walking for a while, you come to a fork in the corridor. To the left, the passage widens and 
seems to lead into a large chamber. To the right, the path narrows and curves, disappearing around a 
corner. What do you wish to do? 

 
I draw my dagger for protection before turning left. 

ChatGPT 
You draw your dagger, feeling its reassuring weight in your hand. Prepared for any potential 
dangers, you turn left and proceed down the widened passage. As you move forward, the luminous 
glow of your spell reveals intricate carvings on the walls, depicting scenes of battles, mythical 
creatures, and arcane symbols. It's clear that this dungeon holds secrets of the past. 

After a short distance, you reach the entrance of a vast chamber. The room opens up before you, 
revealing a large space filled with crumbling pillars, scattered debris, and a few ominous-looking 
statues. The air feels heavy with an ancient presence, and an eerie silence hangs in the room. 

In the center of the chamber, you spot a stone pedestal with an ornate, dust-covered tome resting 
upon it. The pages of the book seem aged, and a faint magical aura emanates from it. What do you 
wish to do? 

 
I would like to examine the book, but I am wary of magical booby traps upon it. What are my 
options? 

ChatGPT 
As you approach the stone pedestal and the ancient tome, your instincts warn you of potential 
magical traps. You have a few options to proceed: 

1. Use Detect Magic: You can cast the Detect Magic spell to identify any magical auras or traps 
surrounding the book. This will give you a better understanding of the potential dangers 
before interacting with it. 

2. Investigate the Area: You can carefully examine the immediate surroundings, looking for 
any visible signs of traps or mechanisms that might be connected to the book. This would 
require a Perception check to determine if you spot anything suspicious. 



3. Disable Magic Traps: If you have proficiency in Arcana or have experience with disarming 
magical traps, you can attempt to disable any potential magical traps that might be guarding 
the book. This would require a successful Arcana check. 

Which option would you like to choose, or do you have a different course of action in mind? 
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ChatGPT 
You decide to take a closer look at the immediate surroundings, searching for any visible signs of 
traps or mechanisms that might be connected to the book. With heightened caution, you carefully 
scan the area, examining the stone pedestal, the tome, and the surrounding chamber. 

Roll a Perception check to see if you spot any suspicious signs or traps. 

 
Please roll for me, and tell me the outcome. 

ChatGPT 
Certainly! rolls a 20-sided die 

The result of your Perception check is a 15. 

With a keen eye, you carefully inspect the area surrounding the book. While you don't detect any 
obvious traps or mechanisms, you notice a faint shimmer in the air above the pedestal, indicating a 
magical ward or barrier protecting the tome. It appears to be triggered by proximity, and getting too 
close without disarming it might trigger some sort of magical defense mechanism. 

What would you like to do now? 

 
Disable magic traps with an arcana spell. 

ChatGPT 



You decide to disable the magical traps protecting the book by utilizing your arcane knowledge. 
Focusing your magical energies, you begin casting a spell to dismantle or neutralize the protective 
ward. 

Roll an Arcana check to determine the success of your attempt to disable the magical traps. 

 
Proceed. 

ChatGPT 
Certainly! rolls a 20-sided die 

The result of your Arcana check is a 17. 

With your deep understanding of arcane magic, you carefully weave intricate gestures and utter the 
appropriate incantations. Your spellwork is precise and skillful as you target the magical ward 
surrounding the book. The shimmering barrier falters and eventually dissipates, revealing the tome 
now unprotected. 

You have successfully disabled the magical traps guarding the book. What would you like to do 
next? 

 
Examine the exterior and then the interior of the book. 

ChatGPT 
With caution, you approach the now unprotected tome and begin examining its exterior. The book's 
cover is made of worn leather, weathered by time and neglect. Intricate patterns are embossed upon 
it, depicting arcane symbols and mystical creatures. As you run your fingers over the surface, you can 
feel the faint vibrations of residual magic. 

Opening the book, you find the pages yellowed and fragile, but still intact. The text inscribed within 
is written in an ancient language, a script unfamiliar to you. However, your keen intellect as a wizard 
allows you to recognize some fragments of spells and incantations scattered throughout. 

Roll an Intelligence check to see if you can decipher any useful information from the book's contents. 



 
Proceed. 

ChatGPT 
Certainly! rolls a 20-sided die 

The result of your Intelligence check is a 19. 

Your extensive knowledge of magic and diligent study pays off as you carefully read and decipher 
the ancient text within the book. While you don't fully understand the entirety of its contents, you 
manage to extract fragments of spells and insights into various magical theories. 

You come across a spell called "Arcane Echo," a powerful incantation that allows the caster to create 
a duplicate of themselves for a brief period of time. The spell seems to have great potential in both 
combat and strategic situations. 

Additionally, you find notes scribbled in the margins, providing hints about hidden chambers deeper 
within the dungeon and the existence of a powerful artifact said to be guarded by formidable 
magical guardians. 

Having gleaned this valuable information, what would you like to do next? 

 
Commit to memory the hints about the artifact in the dungeon. Stow the book in my knapsack. 
Continue exploring the dungeon. My goal is now to find the artifact. 

ChatGPT 
You commit the hints about the artifact in the dungeon to memory, ensuring you won't forget the 
valuable information. With that knowledge secured, you carefully stow the ancient tome in your 
knapsack, protecting it from further damage or loss. 

Now focused on your goal to find the artifact, you continue exploring the dungeon, ready to face 
whatever challenges lie ahead. The corridors twist and turn, and the air grows colder as you delve 
deeper into the labyrinthine depths. 

After some time, you come across a set of heavy iron doors. They are intricately carved with images 
of dragons, their eyes seeming to follow your every move. The doors are closed but don't appear to 
be locked. 



What do you wish to do? 

 
Do I hear anything through the door? 

ChatGPT 
As you approach the heavy iron doors, you strain your ears to listen for any sounds emanating from 
behind them. Roll a Perception check to determine what you hear. 

 
Proceed. 

ChatGPT 
Certainly! rolls a 20-sided die 

The result of your Perception check is a 12. 

You strain your ears, focusing intently to catch any sounds coming from beyond the iron doors. After 
a moment of silence, you detect a faint, distant rumbling. It's difficult to discern the exact nature of 
the sound, but it seems to be a low growl or a rhythmic pounding. 

While the sound is distant and muffled, it raises your suspicion that something awaits on the other 
side of the doors. 

What would you like to do? 

 
Open the door as silently as possible. 

ChatGPT 
With caution and an intent to minimize noise, you approach the heavy iron doors. Gripping the 
handle, you slowly turn it, applying gentle pressure to ease the doors open without creating a loud 
creaking sound. 

Roll a Dexterity check to determine how successful you are in opening the doors quietly. 



 
Proceed. 

ChatGPT 
Certainly! rolls a 20-sided die 

The result of your Dexterity check is a 16. 

You carefully manipulate the handle and exert a controlled force to open the doors as silently as 
possible. Despite their weight and age, you manage to minimize any noticeable noise, allowing the 
doors to swing open with a soft whisper. 

The chamber beyond reveals a large space, dimly lit by flickering torches lining the walls. The room is 
dominated by an elevated platform in the center, where a pedestal stands, supporting an intricate 
artifact. The artifact glows with an otherworldly radiance, casting a mesmerizing glow across the 
room. 

However, your attention is drawn to the source of the rumbling you heard earlier. In the shadows, 
you catch glimpses of massive figures moving slowly, their forms obscured. They are the guardians 
protecting the artifact. 

What would you like to do? 

 
Remain hidden while I surveil the guardians. I would like to know how many there are, about their 
weapons, weaknesses, and options for neutralizing them. 

ChatGPT 
You decide to remain hidden, carefully observing the guardians from your vantage point. Roll a 
Stealth check to see how effectively you can conceal yourself while surveying the room and the 
guardians. 

 
Proceed. 

ChatGPT 



Certainly! rolls a 20-sided die 

The result of your Stealth check is a 19. 

You expertly find a concealed spot from which to observe the guardians. Your movements are 
stealthy and silent as you blend into the shadows, making it difficult for them to detect your 
presence. From your hidden position, you gather the following information: 

• There are three guardians in total. They stand tall, each measuring over eight feet in height, 
with heavily armored bodies that seem to be made of stone and metal. 

• Each guardian wields a massive weapon—a combination of a greataxe and a shield. The 
weapons are ornate, imbued with dark enchantments that pulsate with malevolent energy. 

• The guardians appear to have limited mobility due to their sheer size and the weight of their 
armor. However, their strength and durability are formidable, making direct confrontation a 
risky endeavor. 

• Their primary weakness seems to be their limited field of vision, as their bulky helmets restrict 
their line of sight. 

Considering this information, you have a few potential options for neutralizing the guardians: 

1. Stealthy Approach: If you maintain your stealth, you could attempt to navigate the room 
without alerting the guardians, searching for an alternative way to reach the artifact or a 
means to disable them. 

2. Diversion Tactics: You could create a distraction to lure the guardians away from the 
artifact, giving you an opportunity to swiftly retrieve it while they are occupied. 

3. Magical Manipulation: As a wizard, you possess a range of magical abilities that could be 
employed to incapacitate or weaken the guardians. Consider utilizing spells that target their 
vulnerabilities or exploit their limited vision. 

What course of action do you wish to take? 

 
Before dealing with them, I would like more information about the artifact. What can I observe from 
here? Does it have any protections other than the guardians I need to deal with? 

ChatGPT 
From your hidden position, you focus your attention on observing the artifact atop the pedestal. 
Despite the guardians' presence, you are able to gather some information about the artifact: 

• The artifact is an intricately crafted object, radiating a brilliant, ethereal glow. It appears to be 
a crystalline orb, encased in a delicate web of silver filigree. The patterns on its surface seem 
to shift and shimmer, hinting at its powerful magical nature. 



• You can sense a strong magical aura emanating from the artifact, suggesting that it 
possesses significant mystical properties. 

• Though it is difficult to determine from this distance, you notice faint traces of arcane 
symbols and runes etched onto the surface of the pedestal. These markings may indicate 
some sort of protective enchantments or activation mechanisms associated with the artifact. 

Based on your observations, it is likely that the artifact has additional protections beyond the 
guardians. To discern the exact nature of these protections or any potential activation mechanisms, 
you would need to investigate the artifact more closely. 

What would you like to do next? 

 
I clearly need the guardians completely out of the picture before dealing with the guardians.  

[Commentary: I meant to say “before dealing with the orb.” But that error didn’t derail the subsequent 
exchanges.] 

What are my options? 

ChatGPT 
Apologies for the repetition in my previous response. I will provide you with options for dealing with 
the guardians. 

Considering the information you have gathered, you have a few potential options for dealing with 
the guardians: 

1. Diversion and Stealth: Create a distraction to lure the guardians away from the artifact while 
maintaining your stealth. This could allow you to maneuver around them and reach the 
artifact unnoticed. 

2. Disable or Weaken: Utilize your magical abilities to cast spells that incapacitate or weaken 
the guardians. This could include spells that impede their movement, hinder their senses, or 
temporarily diminish their strength. 

3. Sneak Attacks: Plan a coordinated attack, utilizing surprise and precision strikes to quickly 
dispatch the guardians one by one. Aim for vulnerable spots or exploit weaknesses in their 
armor and visibility. 

4. Collateral Damage: If you have access to powerful area-of-effect spells or abilities, you 
could attempt to damage or incapacitate the guardians by causing destruction or collapsing 
parts of the chamber onto them. However, this may also put the artifact at risk. 

Remember that the success of these options will depend on factors such as your level of skill, the 
guardians' abilities, and the outcomes of your actions. 

What course of action would you like to take to deal with the guardians? 
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ChatGPT 
You decide to utilize a coordinated sneak attack to swiftly dispatch the guardians one by one. With 
their limited field of vision and bulky armor, you believe that surprise and precision strikes will give 
you the best chance to overcome them. 

Roll a Stealth check to determine how effectively you can maintain your concealment and approach 
the first guardian undetected. 

 
Proceed  

ChatGPT 
Certainly! rolls a 20-sided die 

The result of your Stealth check is a 14. 

You carefully move from your hidden position, silently navigating the room towards the first 
guardian. Despite your best efforts, your foot accidentally brushes against a loose stone, causing a 
slight noise. The guardian briefly shifts its attention, but doesn't immediately notice your presence. 

Now in close proximity to the first guardian, you prepare for a surprise attack. What would you like 
to do? 

 
Cast a spell to teleport the first guardian to someplace where it no longer poses a risk to me. The 
spell must be cast stealthily so the other guardians aren't alerted. 

ChatGPT 
You focus your magical energy, preparing to cast a teleportation spell on the first guardian. As you 
begin the incantation, you take extra care to cast it stealthily, ensuring that the other guardians 
remain unaware of your presence. 



Roll a Stealth check to determine how effectively you can maintain your concealment while casting 
the spell. Additionally, roll an Arcana check to determine the success of the teleportation spell itself. 

 
Proceed with both rolls. 

ChatGPT 
Certainly! 

Stealth check: rolls a 20-sided die The result of your Stealth check is a 17. 

Arcana check: rolls a 20-sided die The result of your Arcana check is a 20. 

You successfully maintain your concealment while casting the teleportation spell. Your movements 
are precise and controlled, ensuring that your spellcasting remains unnoticed by the other guardians. 
Drawing upon your arcane knowledge, you weave the necessary incantations flawlessly. 

The teleportation spell takes effect, and with a flash of magical energy, the first guardian disappears 
from its original position. It reappears in an isolated chamber elsewhere in the dungeon, completely 
separated from the current area, rendering it no longer a threat to you. 

The other guardians, unaware of the sudden disappearance of their comrade, continue to stand 
vigilant. What would you like to do next? 

 
Use the same tactic on the others. Can I teleport both remaining guardians at once? 

ChatGPT 
Given the success of your previous teleportation spell, you consider employing the same tactic on 
the remaining guardians. However, teleporting both of them simultaneously might prove more 
challenging and increase the risk of alerting the unaffected guardian. 

To attempt teleporting both remaining guardians at once, you will need to roll a higher Stealth check 
and Arcana check. This will determine if you can maintain your concealment while casting the spell 
and the success of teleporting both guardians simultaneously. 

Roll a Stealth check first to determine how effectively you can remain undetected while preparing the 
spell. 



 
Proceed  

ChatGPT 
Certainly! rolls a 20-sided die 

The result of your Stealth check is a 19. 

With utmost care and precision, you maintain your concealment while preparing to cast the 
teleportation spell on the remaining guardians. Your movements are silent and deliberate, ensuring 
that you do not draw any attention to yourself. 

Now, roll an Arcana check to determine the success of teleporting both guardians simultaneously. 

 
Proceed  

ChatGPT 
Certainly! rolls a 20-sided die 

The result of your Arcana check is a 16. 

You focus your magical energies, channeling them into the teleportation spell aimed at both 
remaining guardians. The incantation flows smoothly, and you execute the spell with finesse. With a 
burst of magical energy, both guardians vanish from their original positions. 

However, due to the complexity of teleporting two targets simultaneously, there is a slight 
complication. While one of the guardians reappears in a separate chamber, safely isolated, the other 
guardian is only partially teleported. Its lower body remains in the original location, but its upper 
body appears in a different area. 

The unaffected guardian, startled by the sudden disappearance and partial teleportation of its 
companion, lets out a deep, bellowing roar, alerted to your presence. 

What would you like to do next? 



 
According to your math. There should only be one half of one guardian remaining. Please confirm. 

[Commentary: Here, we might be seeing one of the known limitations of ChatGPT: its ability to 
reason. As it is a “large language model,” its responses are more dictated by linguistic 
probabilities rather than actual higher reasoning. There are many fascinating essays on this 
subject, which I recommend reading because I really don’t know what I’m talking about.   

The only other major thing I know on this subject is that ChatGPT can only remember so much 
of an ongoing conversation (the limit might be 8000 words?) to craft further responses based 
on that.  Nevertheless, it always surprises me by its ability to recall something we said earlier 
in a conversation and to tie that into the discussion.  This entire D&D adventure is only about 
4000 words, so it was no problem for the AI.  Other users have circumvented this restriction by 
having ChatGPT compress the record of their conversation into a code – a code that it writes on 
the spot – for later decompression in subsequent conversations.  Amazing!] 

ChatGPT 
Apologies for the confusion in my previous response. You are correct based on the outcome of the 
roll, only one half of one guardian remains. The other guardian has been successfully teleported to a 
separate chamber, and the remaining half of the affected guardian is present in a different area. 

The alerted, partially teleported guardian lets out a bellowing roar, its upper body separated from its 
lower half. It thrashes about in confusion and anger, but its mobility is severely hindered due to the 
incomplete teleportation. 

With one guardian incapacitated and the other one removed from the immediate area, you have a 
significant advantage. What would you like to do next? 

 
Is the remaining portion of the last guardian still here a threat to me? 

ChatGPT 
The remaining portion of the last guardian, with only its upper body present in the area, is indeed a 
threat to you. While its mobility is compromised, it can still potentially attack or use its upper body 
strength to cause harm. 

The guardian lets out another enraged roar, swinging its arms wildly in your direction, attempting to 
strike you with its remaining strength. 

What would you like to do to deal with this partially teleported guardian? 



 
Disintegrate him with a spell. 

ChatGPT 
With the partially teleported guardian still posing a threat, you decide to employ a powerful spell to 
deal with it. Focusing your magical energy, you cast the disintegration spell, aiming to completely 
obliterate the remaining portion of the guardian. 

Roll an attack roll to determine the accuracy of your spell. 

 
Proceed  

ChatGPT 
Certainly! rolls a 20-sided die 

The result of your attack roll is a 19. 

You unleash the disintegration spell with precision and accuracy, directing it towards the remaining 
portion of the partially teleported guardian. A beam of intense energy shoots forth from your 
outstretched hand, striking the guardian directly. 

The spell takes effect, and the guardian is enveloped in a brilliant burst of magical energy. In an 
instant, the remaining upper body of the guardian is disintegrated, reduced to nothing but ash and 
smoke. The threat has been eliminated. 

The chamber now stands empty, with only the lingering glow of the artifact illuminating the room. It 
is now within your reach. 

What would you like to do next? 

 
Cast a spell to disable the artifact's magical protections. 

ChatGPT 



Approaching the pedestal where the artifact rests, you focus your magical abilities on disabling its 
protective enchantments. Considering the intricate web of silver filigree and the arcane symbols 
etched onto the surface, you understand that careful manipulation of magic will be required to 
neutralize the artifact's defenses. 

Roll an Arcana check to determine the success of your attempt to disable the magical protections 
surrounding the artifact. 

 
Proceed  

ChatGPT 
Certainly! rolls a 20-sided die 

The result of your Arcana check is a 18. 

You draw upon your deep understanding of magic and the arcane, carefully unraveling the complex 
web of protective enchantments surrounding the artifact. With precise incantations and delicate 
gestures, you disrupt the magical barriers, gradually neutralizing the defenses. 

The protective aura surrounding the artifact weakens and eventually dissipates, leaving the artifact 
vulnerable and accessible. 

What would you like to do next? 

 
Examine the artifact. 

ChatGPT 
Now that the artifact's magical protections have been disabled, you approach it for a closer 
examination. The artifact is a mesmerizing sight to behold. It is a crystalline orb encased in an 
intricate web of silver filigree, and it emanates a radiant and ethereal glow that fills the chamber with 
a soft, enchanting light. 

As you study the artifact, you can sense a potent magical energy emanating from it. It pulsates with 
ancient power, hinting at the immense potential it holds. The shifting patterns on its surface seem to 
be alive, moving and swirling in an intricate dance of mystical energy. 

Roll an Arcana check to discern more about the nature, properties, and potential uses of the artifact. 



 
Proceed  

ChatGPT 
Certainly! rolls a 20-sided die 

The result of your Arcana check is a 22. 

[Commentary: A 22 from a 20-sided die?  No, ChatGPT ain’t perfect, but it’s still amazing.] 

With your expertise in arcane knowledge, you are able to glean valuable information about the 
artifact: 

• The artifact is known as the Orb of Eternia, a legendary object of immense magical power. It 
is said to hold the essence of the ancient primordial forces, granting its possessor control 
over the very fabric of reality. 

• The Orb of Eternia has the potential to channel and amplify spells, making them more potent 
and far-reaching. It can be a formidable tool for a skilled spellcaster like yourself. 

• Additionally, the artifact is rumored to have the ability to open portals to other realms, 
granting access to hidden dimensions and realms of great knowledge and power. 

• However, wielding the Orb of Eternia comes with great responsibility and potential risks. Its 
immense power can be difficult to control, and if mishandled, it may have catastrophic 
consequences. 

Based on this information, you understand that the Orb of Eternia is a highly coveted and powerful 
artifact. It holds great potential for enhancing your magical abilities and granting access to hidden 
realms. However, its usage requires caution and mastery to avoid unintended consequences. 

What would you like to do with the Orb of Eternia? 

 
Stow it in my satchel and leave the dungeon. 

ChatGPT 
You carefully stow the Orb of Eternia in your satchel, ensuring that it is secure and protected. With 
the artifact safely in your possession, you make your way out of the dungeon, retracing your steps 
and avoiding any potential hazards along the way. 



As you emerge from the dark depths of the dungeon, you feel a sense of accomplishment and 
anticipation. The Orb of Eternia is now yours, a source of incredible power and potential. 

Congratulations on successfully navigating the dungeon, overcoming challenges, and obtaining the 
legendary artifact! Your journey as a wizard has taken a significant step forward, and the world of 
magic and adventure awaits you. 

Thank you for playing Dungeons & Dragons with me as your Dungeon Master. If you'd like to 
embark on another adventure in the future, feel free to reach out. May your magical exploits 
continue to unfold! 

[Commentary: I like how it recognized that our adventure was ending and tied it into a neat 
bow.  This leads me to believe I’m not the first person to conduct this experiement.  How many 
other ChatGPT users have recovered the Orb of Eternia?  But it really doesn’t matter.  I might 
continue this adventure with it.] 
 


